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The Apprentice: why Teflon Jim came 
tops in battle of the freemiums 
Jim survived because Lord Sugar could see his negotiating skills, leaving Glenn to 
engineer back to Hertfordshire 

 
Glenn, Jim and Susan. Jim looked like he was in the firing line – but it was Glenn who 
had to go. Photograph: BBC/PA 

Jedi Jim was renamed Teflon Jim in last night's battle of the freemiums, with both teams 
tasked to sell advertising slots to three top agencies, with the highest advertising revenue 
earned taking the prize. 

Natasha was team leader of Logic and decided upon a lad's magazine named Covered. 
Helen and Tom met a focus group who explained their hatred of stereotypical lad's 
magazines full of scantily clad women. Instead they craved a fun but more serious 
magazine raising the tone, steering clear of an already cluttered and outdated market. 

Natasha ignored their sage advice, believing "naked sells", choosing a front cover with a 
model wearing Tom's jacket and little else inside; plus a financial feature headlined "How 
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to Blow Your Load" – a tone that most financial advertisers would avoid being associated 
with. 

The buyer from Maxus looked at Natasha saying that this was a 90s idea with Logic 
failing to realise men have grown up. When Natasha was later quizzed about targeting 
prospective advertisers, her defence was that one of the agencies had a strip club as a 
client; a comparatively low spending category alongside the multi-million pound finance 
houses! 

This surely gave Venture, led by Jim, the opportunity to romp home with resounding 
success, targeting the over 60's with a magazine aiming at the young at heart. However 
Zoe came up with the risky title "Hip Replacement", with "hip" meaning trendy rather 
than a guide to replacing a failing joint. 

The trouble with clever titles is that if irony needs explaining, it has lost its impact, and 
with a bland front cover that leant more towards dreary than dynamic, the buyer from 
Maxus rubbed his temple in disbelief. 

In the first negotiation, Jim led the way refusing to offer a discount. Unless the rates for 
the pages were already offering great value, this would be a disastrous strategy in 
business. Incentivised rates are vital to persuade clients to spend money on an untried free 
magazine, with clients wanting to secure a good return on investment before they decide 
to invest more in the title. As the task went on the penny dropped with Jim, who then 
offered discounts to both other agencies. 

With results being announced, the first two agencies favoured Ventures idea and it looked 
like victory for Hip Replacement. However Carat hated it, being enticed by prospects of a 
"media coup" taking all advertising sites in Covered in return for a decent discount. 

In the boardroom Jim alienated his whole team saying one was barely better than the 
other, so future tasks could prove interesting. His charm bordered on smarm, and although 
Susan was on a sticky wicket having been accused of being a mouse again, I felt Jim 
would be fired for failing to negotiate with the advertising agency and allowing the title 
and front cover of the over 60's magazine to go to print. 

However, you could have knocked me off my perch when he announced Glenn as the man 
in the firing line, with Lord Sugar giving the reason given that has never met an engineer 
who could turn his hand to business. I would suggest Jim survived because Lord Sugar 
sees, excluding this task, that Jim has impressive negotiation skills, which are always 
hugely beneficial in business. So Teflon Jim survived this week and travels to Paris, with 
Glenn engineering his way back to Hertfordshire 

 


